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5 RMF metrics for service and report classes 
 
RMF provides some information about crypto using and delay states in the following fields of subtype 
3 of the SMF 72 record1: 

 R723APU, AP crypto using samples: a TCB was found executing on a cryptographic assist 
processor 

 R723APD, AP crypto delay samples: a TCB was found waiting on a cryptographic assist 
processor 

 R723FQD, Feature queue delay samples: a TCB was found waiting on a processor feature 
queue associated with a CPU. This is a subset of R723CCDE. Note: R723CCUS includes 
feature queue using samples. 

 
As you can see the field descriptions in the manual are not very clear. 
 
After some investigation we found that the AP acronym in R723APU and R723APD stands for 
Adjunct Processor, which is an alternative term for cryptographic cards. 
So, these two variables provide the samples when work units are using or queuing to a crypto card. 
 
For what concerns R723FQD, the term "processor feature queue associated with a CPU" is an old 
description for the processor queue holding crypto work units, so this is the work waiting for CPACF.  
 
The above fields are used to calculate the percentage of CRYpto USING and DELAY in the RMF 
Workload Activity report. See example below. 
 

 
Figure 15 

 
Used formulas are:2 
 

USING % CRY = R723APU  /  (R723CTSA + R723APU + R723APD) 
 

DELAY % CRY = (R723APD + R723FQD)  /  (R723CTSA + R723APU + R723APD) 
 

                                                 
1 From “MVS System Management Facilities (SMF) - Version 2 Release 3 - SA38-0067-30” 
2 From “Resource Measurement Facility - User's Guide - Version 2 Release 3 - SC34-2664-30” 
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6 SMF metrics for Address Spaces  
 
SMF provides a small piece of information about cryptographic activities in SMF 30 records. 
This record includes the SMF30CSC field which provides an indication of the number of 
cryptographic instructions that are executed through ICSF by each address space.3 
 
It can be useful to identify the applications using cryptographic services as shown in the example 
below. 
 

 
Figure 16 

 
The major users of cryptography are some WebSphere (WAS*) address spaces, the IBM Information 
Broker (IIBBRK1) and a batch job (FJOB2SLIB). 
  
The MQ channel initiator also show a low but constant activity. 
 
It seems that the number of cryptographic instructions in SMF 30 is accounted two times: to the 
requesting address space and to the ICSF address space (CSF).  
You can also note that the instructions attributed to CSF are always slightly more than the total 
instructions requested by applications (APPL TOT).  
  

                                                 
3 For some operations ICSF might execute more commands (accounted as instructions) for a single service call at the 
ICSF API level. There is, therefore, no guaranteed correlation between the “number of cryptographic instructions” and 
the actual number of service calls to ICSF. 

CEC SYSTEM ADRESS SPACE 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
1111 SYS1 CSF   349.644    558.370    503.704    543.760    404.514    386.248    365.746    396.476    405.212    441.018    531.504     1.172.219     1.193.306 

1111 SYS1 FJOB1SLIB              4   .               4   .               4               2   .   .               2               2   .   .   . 

1111 SYS1 FJOB2SLIB  .    122.420      26.390   .   .   .      46.688      33.510   .      39.636   .   .   . 

1111 SYS1 IIBBRK1     88.007    104.994    125.058    146.191    106.004    100.596      83.034      94.136    104.809    101.265    136.909        285.919        301.334 

1111 SYS1 TCPT3270              5   .               5   .               5   .               4               1   .               3               2   .   . 

1111 SYS1 WASPR1S            46             70             57             86             87             64             88           125             95             83             73                 81                 88 

1111 SYS1 WASPR2S     94.233    111.235    122.952    129.873    103.043      97.643      77.015      87.697    104.325    109.737    137.908        236.255        270.627 

1111 SYS1 WASPR3S     99.000    124.985    123.843    145.827      98.100      96.654      79.400      90.263    108.774    108.693    139.847        316.865        338.109 

1111 SYS1 WASPR4S     60.577      75.281      91.527    104.947      83.626      78.017      65.458      76.303      74.198      66.236    103.477        280.187        259.789 

1111 SYS1 WASPR5S          658        1.704           921           953           961        1.199        1.227        1.153        1.576        4.017        1.048          24.485               414 

1111 SYS1 MQ1CHIN       2.514        2.322        2.490        2.400        2.409        2.316        2.445        3.207        2.172        1.518   .   .   . 

APPL TOT   345.044    543.011    493.247    530.277    394.239    376.491    355.359    386.395    395.951    431.190    519.264     1.143.792     1.170.361 

ADDRESS SPACE CRYPTOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTIONS ‐ Wed, 06 Feb 2019 ‐ SYS1
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7 Cryptography statistics in SMF 82 
  
The SMF 82 record provide information about cryptography since many years.4 
 
However, only with the availability of enhancements introduced by the ICSF FMID HCR77C1, it is 
possible for system administrators to get useful statistics to monitor the usage of cryptographic 
resources.  
 
To check if the enhancements are available you can issue the “D ICSF,OPT” command. 
 

 
Figure 17 

 
If the ICSF level shows HCR77C1, as in the example in Figure 17, Crypto usage tracking can be 
enabled by setting the new STATS and STATSFILTERS parameters in the CSFPRMxx member of 
the SYS1.PARMLIB library.5 
 

 
Figure 18 

 
With STATS you can enable usage tracking for various cryptographic statistics: 

 ENG Enables usage tracking of cryptographic engines; it supports Crypto Express cards, 
regional cryptographic servers6, CPACF, and software; 

 SRV Enables usage tracking of cryptographic services; it supports ICSF callable services and 
UDXes only;7 

                                                 
4 The full list of SMF 82 subtypes is provided in Appendix. 
5 A new option on the SETICSF operator command is also provided. 
6 Regional cryptographic servers are network-attached, standalone devices or dedicated Linux LPARs that perform 
geography-specific cryptography. 
7 User Defined Extensions (UDX) support allows customers to request or implement a customized cryptographic callable 
service. 
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 ALG Enables usage tracking of cryptographic algorithms; it supports cryptographic 
algorithms that are referenced in cryptographic operations; limited support is provided for key 
generation, key derivation, and key import. 

 

With STATSFILTERS you can filter the criteria that is used to aggregate crypto usage statistics when 
STATS is enabled.  
Usage is tracked by unique user and job identifiers. The user identifier consists of an address space 
userid and a task level userid. For applications such as CICS, which generate a unique task level 
userid for each transaction, a large number of SMF records can be generated.  
To avoid this problem, it’s strongly suggested to use the STATSFILTER(NOTKUSERID) option 
which ignores the task level userid and therefore reduces the number of SMF records written. 
 
When STATS is enabled, the new subtype 31 of SMF 82 records will be created to accumulate 
statistics regarding crypto usage. 
 
In the next section we will discuss the available metrics by analysing the content of one record 
produced at a customer site. 
 
The subtype 31 of SMF 82 is an interval record written at the expiration of the SMF global recording 
interval for each combination of the following identification fields: 

 SMF82STAT_D_JOBNAME, the job name for the HOME address space; 
 SMF82STAT_D_JOBID, the job ID for the HOME address space; it is the JES number; 
 SMF82STAT_D_USERID_AS, the HOME address space user ID; it is the RACF user; 
 SMF82STAT_D_USERID_TK, the task level user ID (if present); 
 SMF82STAT_D_JOBNAME2, the job name of the SECONDARY address space (ICSF 

caller). 
 
As you can see in Figure 19, the address space name is WAS0071S, the JES number is STC17492 
and the RACF user is USNWAS00; the SMF82STAT_D_USERID_TK and 
SMF82STAT_D_JOBNAME2 are not valued. 
 

 
Figure 19 

 
All the other metrics are provided in tags and each measurement type has its own tag assigned. 
 
The following fields allow to evaluate how much work has been performed on each cryptographic 
engine: 

 SMF82STAT_ENG_CARD, Crypto card id, serial number and usage count; tag x’0201’; 
 SMF82STAT_ENG_RCS, Regional cryptographic server id, serial number and usage count; 

tag x’0202’; 
 SMF82STAT_ENG_CPACF, CPACF usage count; tag x’0203’; 
 SMF82STAT_ENG_SOFTW, Crypto software usage count; tag x’0204’. 
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Figure 20 

 
In this case the tag value is x’0201’ (in the green box); it means that a crypto card has been used. The 
crypto card id is 5C01 while its serial number is DV000000.8 
The usage count is 3 (in the red box). 
 
The following fields allow to evaluate how much work has been performed by each ICSF service9: 

 SMF82STAT_SRV, ICSF callable service name and usage count; tag x’0205’; 
 SMF82STAT_SRVUDX, UDX service name and usage count; tag x’0206’. 

 

 
Figure 21 

 
In this example we have 6 x’0205’ tags; it means that 6 different ICSF services have been invoked: 

 CSFDSG, 1 time; Digital Signature Generate; 
 CSFDSV, 1 time; Digital Signature Verify;  
 CSFOVH, 380 times; One-Way Hash Generate; 
 CSFPKI, 1 time; PKA Key Import; 
 CSFRNGL, 10 times; Random Number Generate (returning a random number of a length 

that is specified by the caller);  
 CSFPKB, 2 times; PKA Key Token Build. 

 
 
                                                 
8 Sensitive data have been masked. 
9 The complete list of ICSF services can be found in “Cryptographic Services - Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility 
- System Programmer's Guide - Version 2 Release 3 - SC14-7507-07” 
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Finally, the following fields allow to evaluate which algorithm has been used10:  

 SMF82STAT_ALG, Crypto algorithm name and usage count; tag x’0207’. 
 

 
Figure 22 

 
In this example we have 3 x’0207’ tags; it means that 3 different cryptographic algorithms have 
been used: 

 RSA1024, 3 times; RSA algorithm with a key bit length from 1024 to 2047 bits; 
 MD5, 380 times; MD5 hashing algorithm;  
 PRNG, 10 times; pseudo-random number generator. 

 
Data does not look not completely coherent. We found: 

 only 3 calls to crypto card matching the RSA1024 algorithm: 
 no engine seems to be used for MD5 and PRNG. 

8 Summary 
 
Metrics have to be retrieved from many different SMF records, but they are not enough to have a 
clear and complete picture  
SMF 113 provides interesting information about CPACF but only at the system level. 
SMF 70 provides the crypto card utilization and performance at the card level (a recent APAR added 
details about the contribution of each system); a system view of the number of ICSF requests by type 
is also provided. 
SMF 72 metrics are not clearly described; however, they can be useful to understand the impact on 
performance and CPU usage by service and report classes. 
SMF 30 includes only one very generic metric; not needed anymore if SMF 82-31 is collected. 
SMF 82 subtype 31 looks very promising; in some case it looks incomplete; the major issue is that 
no performance metrics are provided, at the moment. 
 
  

                                                 
10 The complete list of ICSF supported algorithms can be found in “Cryptographic Services - Integrated Cryptographic 
Service Facility - System Programmer's Guide - Version 2 Release 3 - SC14-7507-07” 
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Appendix – SMF 82 subtypes 
 
The table below shows the complete list of currently available SMF 82 subtypes with a short 
description of the measured events.11 
 

Subtype 1 is written whenever ICSF is started or the options refresh is performed.
Subtype 7 is written when an operational key is imported from a coprocessor.
Subtype 8 is written whenever the in-storage copy of the CKDS is refreshed.
Subtype 9 is written whenever the CKDS is updated by a dynamic CKDS update service or the KDS Metadata 

write service.
Subtype 13 is written whenever the PKDS is updated by a dynamic PKDS update service or the KDS Metadata 

write service.
Subtype 14 is written when a clear master key part is entered on a 

cryptographic coprocessor. 
Subtype 15 is written whenever a retained key is created or deleted.
Subtype 16 is written for each request and reply from calls to the CSFPCI service by TKE. 
Subtype 18 is written when the configuration of a coprocessor or accelerator changes.
Subtype 19 is written periodically to record processing times for PCIXCC coprocessors. 
Subtype 20 is written periodically to record processing times for coprocessors or accelerators. 
Subtype 21 is written when ICSF issues IXCJOIN to join the ICSF Sysplex group or issues IXCLEAVE to leave 

the sysplex group. 
Subtype 22 is written when the Trusted Block Create Callable services are invoked.
Subtype 23 is written when the token data set (TKDS) is updated
Subtype 24 is written when duplicate tokens are found.
Subtype 25 is written when key store policy checking detects the unauthorized use of a key token. 
Subtype 26 is written whenever the in-storage copy of the PKDS is refreshed.
Subtype 27 is written when key store policy PKA key extensions checking detects the unauthorized use of a key.
Subtype 28 is written for information about High Performance Encrypted Key.
Subtype 29 is written for each TKE workstation audit record received from a TKE workstation. 
Subtype 30 is written for each time an archived or inactive key data set record is referenced. 
Subtype 31 is written for cryptographic statistics data.
Subtype 40 is written for lifecycle events related to symmetric CCA tokens. This replaces subtype 9. 
Subtype 41 is written for lifecycle events related to asymmetric CCA tokens. This replaces subtype 13. 
Subtype 42 is written for lifecycle events related to PKCS#11 objects. This replaces subtype 23. 
Subtype 43 is written when there is a configuration change for a regional cryptographic server. 
Subtype 44 is written for usage events related to symmetric CCA tokens. 
Subtype 45 is written for usage events related to asymmetric CCA tokens. 
Subtype 46 is written for usage events related to PKCS#11 objects. 
Subtype 47 is written for supported PKCS #11 usage events which do not involve an object. 
Subtype 48 is written for compliance warning events

 
 

 
 
 

                                                 
11 From “Cryptographic Services - Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility - System Programmer's Guide - Version 2 
Release 3 - SC14-7507-07” 


